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My name is Ruthie Russell and I have been asked as a private landowner on the Devils River to address 

some public use issues that concern me and my private property. 

 

As I talk I will play a slide show of my family growing up on the Ranch – camping, fishing, hunting, hiking 

and enjoying all this beautiful place has to offer.  From these slides I hope it will be evident how deeply 

we love and appreciate the unique terrain and resources of Sycamore Springs Ranch. 

 

The first slide is a map showing the South and North State Natural areas. Our 8700 acres borders the 

North Park upriver and is across from TNC’s Preserve.  Aside from my family you will see the Texas State 

University Outdoor class that came with Dr. Timothy Bonner to study the riparian microenvironment on 

the Devils. I included their photos of ancient sponges, fossils and even fossilized wave action carved into 

the riverbed from ancient seas.  You will also see trash filled campfires from trespassing paddlers.  I 

hope to pass on our passion to protect this precious river to you and all the people you impact. 

 

My talk will discuss not only the problems private landowners have with the public but conversely how 

the public can actually help landowners.  I will enumerate the many benefits private lands provide the 

public at almost no cost and the conflict between private and public rights. 

 

Understand that my family feels we can manage our property best and we above all people recognize 

that the Devils is innately fragile, the coming together of multi-ecosystems: Balcones, Chihuahua and 

Tamaulipan.  The plant community is diverse; changing from canyon to canyon, but the greatest surprise 

from this steep and rocky terrain is the clear turquoise waters of the Devils bubbling forth from the 

desert.  Our greatest fear is having our rights usurped by a government agency or a big company that 

can declare eminent domain for “the public good.”  

 

From the time I could toddle behind my grandmother, her passion and respect for the land possessed 

me.  I happily blazed trails and picnicked along the clear creeks and rocky nocks with her, picking up 

twisty sticks, agate, crystal, a fallen nest, and fossils – whatever we fancied, developing a consuming 

love for the land.  Whether   I am charging through brush after a wayward cow or sitting quietly on a 

high cliff, I have always felt deeply bound to the land. 

 



*First some background* 

I bought Sycamore Springs Ranch in 1974 from John Finnegan whose family has a long history of sheep 

ranching on the Devils (since 1885).  At that time I continued leasing out the ranch for grazing but 

became discontent with the condition of the ranch from overgrazing and especially its negative effects 

on our 3 miles of river and its unique riparian habitat.  I raise cattle on my other ranches but my family 

and I began to realize that such a remote and pristine landscape should be left as wild and untouched as 

possible.  We got advice from TPW biologists and NRCS on best management practices and augured a 

wildlife exemption.  We were happy to oblige David Bamberger to reintroduce 48 endangered snowbell 

plants, 36 of which are thriving under our care.  Myself, my husband and our sons, William and McLean, 

decided this special place was too important to leave its fate to chance, so our next step was to place a 

conservation easement with Texas Agricultural Land Trust (TALT) to insure it could never be abused or 

subdivided.  Ranchettes make it difficult to conserve land on a scale necessary to keep habitat and 

ecological systems functioning.  My goal was to pass it on to my boys so it would continue to make an 

ecological difference, to preserve its springs and healthy watershed.   

 

Even though we own title to the land, my family realizes that as good land stewards we are only 

temporary caretakers.  Our first responsibility is to the land, preserving it for future generations.  Save 

the land and you save people. 

 

When I first purchased the ranch I was like most Texas landowners, defiantly independent and I viewed 

the public as a threat to not only protecting my ranch but to my private rights to manage the ranch as I 

pleased.  Like my TALT and TWA friend, Steve Lewis, I thought a C.E. was a secret communist plot to take 

over my land and pass it to the public. 

 

When we arrived, the river was truly remote.  We skinny dipped, fished and paddled without seeing a 

soul.  Then the State Natural Area opened and became a funnel for public access to the river.  Campfire 

sites and trash appeared on the once clean banks, fishing gear and wrecked canoes were left for us to 

pick up.  A special picnic tree was even cut down for firewood and our camp house was broken into on 

numerous occasions.  Worse, our 6000 year old pictograph near the river was chipped away in several 

places and bags of trash stuffed in a nearby cave.  Large groups of fishermen would come up from the 

park and invade our cherished privacy as well as putting too much fishing pressure on the fragile fish 

populations.  Most would not catch and release as we do.  We became extremely distressed about the 
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public abuse.  We had nightmare visions of hordes of tubers and piles of beer cans stream up and down 

this most precious river.  A few years ago, over 3000 people in one year passed through its waters. 

 

However, I have gone full circle.  For instance, instead of fighting to keep the Devils River minnow 

unlisted as threatened I am now delighted to use it as an excuse to keep away big water companies that 

threaten to drill huge wells and possibly drain away our springs.  I have gone from my dread of public 

access to realizing if enough people are exposed to the Devils, by far the majority will respect it and love 

it too.  They will become a force much more powerful in protecting the river than my family alone and a 

few local landowners. 

 

My next major step was to join the TNC advisory board in S.A. so I could learn more about C.E.’s and 

hopefully have an impact to make them more landowner friendly.  I found there were numerous myths, 

many of which Texas landowners still believe.  Mainly that they are totally voluntary and the choices 

given up not only allow discounted values and saved taxes but are choices a responsible land owner 

would never want, like subdivisions, land mining, landfills, etc.  Plus the landowner chooses the rights he 

or she gives up and in the case of TALT, the land trust feels you can manage your ranch best without 

their direction.  The plans are totally customized to the goals of each rancher or farmer.  I found a C.E. is 

best available way to preserve land.  They are for the owner that wants to pass on a legacy of 

conservation to his or her children, a person who loves and realizes the priceless value of habitat, 

wildlife, fresh water, and even the clean air we breathe.  That value supersedes and goes way beyond 

our brief ownership.  In the end, the value of our land, our open space and the water that flows forth is 

inestimable as well as their value to the public.  (** READ DAVID’S LIST **) 

 

Another step that built my more positive view of public access was the steps TPW took to reduce traffic 

and abuse along the river by hiring security to monitor the banks and issue tickets to transgressors.  

Even better, they developed a permit system and river ethics rules to reduce pressure on the river by 

paddlers. 

 

Now we have a bigger, more impactful threat, large water companies that discovered we have no water 

district to regulate water use and thus we are ripe for drilling and exporting massive amounts of water 

to cities.  As urban areas and subdivisions expand (everyday there’s a loss of 286 acres per 1,000 people 

who move into Texas), they are demanding more water and often rural folks and landowners, who are 



the minority are being cast aside.  These water companies come into “white areas” or areas unregulated 

by Water Districts, often without good science on the effects drainage will have on aquifers or springs.  

 

Recently I joined the DRC Board, a group gathering public support throughout Texas, pledging to protect 

the Devils watershed, its springs, and the Trinity Edwards aquifer beneath.  We took on the water 

company and SAWS turned away to a better solution, a desalination plant.  We raised money to finance 

a truly science based study, hiring hydrologist, Ron Green.  We started the wheels rolling to help Del Rio 

and Val Verde County form a water district that hopefully will restrict water exports and create 

management zones to represent each unique watershed in the region.  However, we are still under 

threat, as the water company wants its huge wells to pump water to other towns. 

 

I feel it is important as a landowner to address the conflict between private property rights, the “public 

good” and government regulation, especially as it concerns water and the rule of capture.  How do we 

protect our private property rights without relinquishing too much control to the State of Texas and the 

Feds?  The argument is if we as landowners allow some regulation, and more restrictions will follow, the 

precedent will be set until we lose most of our rights.  But, on the other hand, does a landowner have 

the right to drain water away from their neighbors who also have rights to the water?  Does a 

landowner have the right to leave to a private company motivated by big dollars that will adversely 

affect unique springs and deplete aquifers?  The big question arises when property rights clash with the 

public good and urban needs trump rural needs – is it possible to be fair to all stakeholders?  How do we 

balance the different needs?  Currently, not only effecting the Devils River and Lake Amistad but all over 

the State, the Colorado, the Llano and Hays County, big companies and a small group of landowners are 

showing immense disrespect of stewardship and incompatible land use with dire implications to water 

resources.   

 

Bill Neiman of American Native Seeds and SLWA bemoan the loss of fragile flood water property on the 

Llano at Junction, usurped by the Flying J truck stop, calling it an “example of dysfunctional local state 

and federal laws, or lack of law… The system is broken when we can no longer protect our most vital 

resource, clean water.” 

 

At this point there is much inconsistency in handling these “water wars”, leading to confusion and fear 

of not only losing our ground water rights and the rule of capture but of increased eminent domain 
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threats. I want regulatory certainty that I own my ground water.  Mineral owners have guaranteed rights 

set by the railroad commission but with water, not everyone plays by the same rules.  My neighbor 

might undermine my water and as a C.E. owner I can’t even guarantee my land is truly protected.  We 

have the structures in place:  water districts, GMA’s, regional boards and a science based water 

development board but local water districts over the same aquifer often set completely different 

desired future conditions.  Our water development board does not enforce transgressions and our 

publically voted and government officials placed on these boards are often poorly qualified to make 

important water decisions.  There are many stakeholders who all need to be considered but fresh water 

should come first.  Each spring is its own unique biome, a treasure to be protected.  When a spring dries 

up, it is a tragedy for all of us. 

 

My hope is that somehow in the midst of all the conflict, private property rights can be insured and 

abuses controlled.  It is obvious that we are all in this mess together and our interests are ultimately the 

same.  The land and its resources sustain all life as well as nourish our souls.  Why not focus on using our 

abundant brackish water which is fast becoming economical?  Why not build more desalinization plants 

and leave our fresh water alone? 

 

All of us need to realize we are a country of laws meant to protect all of us.  We need clear and enforced 

regulation where our prime resources and rights are concerned and which effect public and private 

interests alike.  Good stewardship should apply to every citizen in this country.  That means respect, 

education, an open mind, and a code of conservation ethics passed on to our children and generations 

to come if mankind is going to survive on this overpopulated planet. 

 

As David Langford says, “The greatest challenge to open spaces is rural Texas, and rural America, is lack 

of a shared dream.” 

 

Let our dreams become one and work together – not in conflict! 

 

  Thank you, 

   Ruthie Russell 

    

March 2015 



A FEW PUBLIC BENEFITS OF PRIVATE WORKING LANDS 

(**David’s List**) 

 

* Recreation 

* Aesthetics 

* Food, Fiber, Shelter, Energy, Timber 

* Aquifer recharge and infiltration 

* Run-off reduction and filtering/cleaning 

* Carbon sequestration 

* Oxygen production 

* Control erosion / soil stabilization 

* Fish and wildlife habitat 

* Habitat for threatened and endangered species 

* Conserve riparian areas and wetlands 

* Conserve springs, seeps and creeks 

* Provides base flows to almost all rivers 

* Reduces effects of flooding 

* Conserves coastal areas, bays and estuaries 

* Provides scenic views (There are no bluebonnets in highway center stripes!) 

 

Private lands are not simply home to subdivisions, shopping malls, parking lots, power lines,  
pipelines, truck stops, traffic loops or transportation corridors…. 

 
The greatest challenge to open spaces in rural Texas, and in rural America  

Is the lack of a shared dream. 
 

 


